
ACID & BASE FOLDABLE  
 
1. Place paper in the landscape position. 
2. Fold it in half “hot dog style” 
3. Separate the fold and cut down the center of one side. This should form two flaps on one side. 
4. Label the left side ACID and the right side BASE 

5. On the acid side place 4 colored drawings of substances that are acids. Do the same for the bases 
side.  

6. Now open the “doors” to the foldable. Draw a line down the middle and label it “Neutral.” 
7. At the bottom, write the pH scale from 1 to 14. 7 should be right on the neutral line. Color or box 

the number according to the diagram in the book (p. 277).  
8. Inside (left and right) write about properties/characteristics, how it reacts in water, and 

effects on indicators (cabbage juice, litmus paper). Information on this topic can be found in 

chapter 7 sections 3 and 4. Five (5) or more bullet points are acceptable.  
 
            Acids             Bases                 (Inside the foldable) 
 
       Bulleted            Bulleted info on 
       info on acids     bases. 
                 
 
      1  2 3  4  5  6  7 8 9 1011121314 
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